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Download - View Alter Ego and A1 Completo as a PDF free Part 2: Today ad sick should be a bit of a mood. When I was a kid, the ad wasn't very good. Announcement in the morning to school, in the afternoon about grazing buffalo, mow the lawn. Back then, the ad was a holy buffalo rider and a buffalo racer village ad lived always. It's scary to remember. In
the harvest season, the ad brothers also go to the parents because the announcement of the mother's health is not similar to the others. Then take advantage of the free day, go to the crab, catch the snails, because ad k parents have a lot of money to buy food every day. Many times the 12:00pm ad go looking for the boys in the river that the water is flooded
... to her neck while the ad could not float. Some of them ignored also said the announcement of the father and one person pointed directly to the ad said that he all day just know buffalo grazing, studying more and not going to school, do not go to high school, not to mention the university (because the ad was a child in elementary school so the ad dare not
argue). As for the ad ignorance, say the ad know nothing, and their children are wise. The ad is spicy. Since the ad receives a certificate of merit, they say that copying friends' ads should be well deserved, not an ad that to explore. After nearly 20 decades have passed, and these disparaging things are imprinted in mind by the announcement ever since.
There are a lot of terrible things to do, but come on. However, the ad eventually grew to go through school, pass university and then study in France. Now remember to thank you for the disparaging words that the ad reached out to his dreams and escaped from the bamboo frame village. Therefore, from a young age just need someone who will help, the
announcement is always enthusiastic. Even during test hours, you worry about sitting and doing bad lessons for your students to get enough points to pass, finish your job. Growing up, advertising helps people if they need help. There's not much advertising money, so just use your strength to help someone. So far the proudest ad is that the ad has a lot of
good friends and the ad has a lot of friends in the sense of friends rather than friends. In life, an ad always meets good people when an ad has difficulty and they always help the ad honestly. With the announcement, that's just enough. People are rich in money. And advertising is just rich in friends. PS: Sometimes it's the relatives who hurt themselves. Mehr
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